
   

Thursday, June 10, 2021—Ecclesiastes 1-3 

            The name Ecclesiastes comes from a Latin word relating to the church, 

particularly the one who preaches a message. The writer wanted to share his 

insights about life. Like Proverbs, the content provided wisdom. 

            Unlike Proverbs, Ecclesiastes takes a more pessimistic tone. 

Ecclesiastes sees life as operating in a cyclical function. The sin rises and sets. 

Generations come and go. There is nothing new under the sun (1:9), so life is 

meaningless (1:2). Any attempt at meaning is done in vain. 

            Solomon was king of Jerusalem and set his heart and mind to find 

wisdom (1:13). He concluded that in much wisdom is much grief. Increasing 

knowledge increases sorrow (1:18). If knowing everything is the goal, one will 

never reach the goal. He tried pleasure (2:1-2), alcohol (2:3), hard work (2:4), 

and great possession (2:5-8), but none of those things brought real meaning in 

themselves. None of them will last. All of them either disintegrate or pass on to 

the next generation. 

            What made the difference was placing his eyes on God. From God 

come wisdom, knowledge, and joy (2:26). Without His being involved, 

everything is meaningless. Nothing lasts. All is vain without Him. 

            God has designed life to have a rhythm—birth and death, planting and 

harvest, joy and sorrow (3:1-8). Those things are empty and hopeless if they 

operate without any purpose. They point to the true meaning of life, however, if 

they point to Him and His purpose. He has set eternity in the hearts of man 

(3:11) so they will long for more than this world has to offer. 

            Praise God for the purpose and hope we find in Him. 

Wednesday, June 9, 2021—Proverbs 29-31 

            To gain wisdom is to gain a new perspective. Wisdom sharpens the 

mind. Wisdom gives new understanding. Wisdom exposes the weaknesses and 

wanderings of the world. 

            Those without wisdom walk in darkness. Without increasing wisdom, a 

person looks to self for affirmation and knowledge. That pride leads to 



humiliation (29:23). One without wisdom is willing to partner with a thief rather 

than live by truth (29:24). The simple are servants to others, fearing them or 

wanting their approval. In contrast, the wise give reverence to God and serve 

Him alone (29:25). Those are the ones He honors. 

            “Every word of God is pure. He is a shelter for those who take refuge in 

Him” (30:5). Those who don’t rest in Him wonder what is true and how to 

explain life (30:1-4). Those who do know Him trust in Him and ask Him to 

provide truth for living and enough to be satisfied (30:7-9). Wisdom gives the 

abundant life for which God has designed every person. Wisdom brings 

satisfaction in God and peace in life. 

            Wisdom shapes people into the purpose for which God made them. 

“Speak up, judge righteously, and defend the cause of the oppressed and 

needy” (31:9). With wisdom, a woman lives righteously—blessing those she 

encounters and receiving honor from them. “Charm is deceptive and beauty is 

fleeting, but a woman who fears the Lord will be praised” (31:30). 

            Thank God for providing wisdom through His Word and His indwelling 

Spirit. Pray for a life of wisdom to honor Him and bless others. 

Tuesday, June 8, 2021—Proverbs 25-28 

            Babies have no self-control. When they’re uncomfortable, they cry. 

They’re not sure what they need, but they know instinctively they want relief 

from their discomfort. Proof of their growth is their ability to know their needs, 

specify that need, and control themselves until that need is met. 

            Wisdom is the way of growth and self-control. Wisdom teaches a 

person not to overeat even when the food is delicious (25:16). Wisdom teaches 

a man to control his tongue so he does not overpromise and under-deliver 

(25:14). Wisdom empowers a person to control the emotions. Otherwise, he is 

like a city whose walls are broken down (25:28), without protection and shamed 

by all who see his weakened state. 

            Wisdom, with its ability to bring self-control and insight, teaches a 

person how to deal with the foolish. Ignore them because a comment will not 



alter their flawed thinking and lifestyle. Other times speak to their folly because 

they believe they truly are wise (26:4-5). Knowing when to do which is a gift 

from God and a skill developed with practice and prayer. 

            Wisdom brings contentment with life and waits for others to praise you 

rather than trying to generate praise yourself (27:2). Wisdom welcomes the 

rebuke of a friend more than the praise of an enemy (27:6). Wise people 

sharpen one another (27:17), and they live with boldness (28:1). The foolish 

flee even though no one is chasing them. 

            Thank God for the gift of wisdom and the fruit it brings in life. Pray for 

His wisdom to develop self-control in you. 

Monday, June 7, 2021—Proverbs 22-24 

            Proverbs is part of the Bible called Wisdom Literature. The purpose is 

not to tell the history of God’s people or to proclaim the truth through His 

prophets. God gave these books to impart wisdom to His own. 

            The world will tell people to strive for fame and fortune, but God says 

the greatest possession is a good name (22:1). To have the favor of God and of 

the community is the path to true wealth, honor, and life (22:4). Social-media 

influencers and tabloid websites won’t promote that reality, but it is true 

nonetheless. To know God and walk in His ways is the way of wisdom. 

Learning from Him builds unshakable confidence (22:17-21). 

            Wisdom teaches a person to think of others before thinking of self. Old 

patterns and traditions have a reason behind them. Learn that reason before 

disposing of it or changing it (22:28, 23:10). Be mindful of and compassionate 

toward the weak rather than taking advantage of them. At the same time, be 

diligent to discipline those for whom you are responsible so they will walk in 

wisdom and character (22:6, 23:13-35). 

            To live with confidence in the Lord and character toward others is the 

way of wisdom. This is the richest of lives. Wise people influence. Wise people 

leave a legacy. Wise people please those who love them most and know them 

best. Wise people live with discipline. They think of others and prepare for the 



future before they work for their own comfort (24:27). 

            Thank God for wisdom that leads to life and abundance. 

Sunday, June 6, 2021—Proverbs 19-21 

            “A picture is worth a thousand words.” Every picture—whether printed 

and resting in an album or existing only for a short time on social media—has 

as story behind it. For some, 1,000 words wouldn’t be enough. 

            Like pictures, each of the proverbs merits discussion and application. 

Couplet after couplet comes from years of experience and a desire from a 

father to shape the life of his son. Some connect to the adjacent thoughts, but 

often they stand alone in truth and worth. The end goal is to bring discipline to 

the life of the one who hears them (19:18, 20). 

            The counsel in the proverbs and in the heart of a wise person is like 

deep water. The one who longs for a refreshing drink truly understands the 

depth and riches of wisdom and is willing to spend the time and invest the 

energy to draw them out (20:5). Outward behavior is an indication of inward 

condition (20:11), and God is not pleased when the inward is undeveloped, 

immature, or decaying. Culture celebrates appearance and strength in youth, 

but what lasts and improves with time is wisdom (20:29). 

            God sees the outward activity, but He also knows the heart. Doing what 

is righteous and just, living by His wisdom, is far more pleasing than 

transgressing that truth and bringing a sacrifice of repentance (21:2-3). The one 

who pursues the righteousness of God and mercy toward others finds true life, 

real prosperity, and the honor of all (21:21). Thank God for the gift and the 

fruitfulness of His wisdom (21:30-31). 

Saturday, June 5, 2021—Proverbs 15-18 

            Appearances can be deceiving. The pristine living room on Snapchat 

does not tell of the yelling required to pick up all the toys. The well-combed hair 

and well-done makeup in the Zoom window do not compare to the shorts and 

sandals off-screen. God sees it all. 

            God sees the wicked go through the motions of religion, and their 



sacrifices are detestable. The prayers of the upright, however, are His delight 

(15:8). The Lord is, in fact, far from the wicked but hears the prayers of the 

righteous (15:29). The one who fears the Lord is on the pathway to wisdom, 

and humility comes long before honor (15:33, 18:12). 

            In his heart, a man plans his course, but the Lord ultimately determines 

the steps (16:9). Even though a woman may think her ways are right, God is 

the one who weighs her motives (16:2). There is a way that seems right to 

people, but in the end it leads to death (16:25), so the wisest plan is to commit 

everything to Him. He will bring success (16:3). 

            Like silver in the crucible and gold in the smelter is the heart before God 

(17:3). He knows everything. He sees completely. The humble person, then, is 

open to critique and improvement and responds to rebuke more quickly than 

the fool responds to hundreds of lashes (17:10). 

            The fool himself is wise when he keeps silent (17:28). Thank God for 

the gift of wisdom and His Spirit, who is closer than the closest of friends 

(18:24). Pray for humility, wisdom, and authenticity. 

Friday, June 4, 2021—Proverbs 12-14 

            Social media has a variety of positives—connecting the disconnected, 

informing and inspiring individuals and communities, and establishing 

relationships that otherwise might not exist. Social media, however, has a track 

record of making many people anti-social. They surround themselves only with 

like-minded people. They say things through a keyboard they would never say 

face-to-face. Social media exposes the stark contrast between wisdom and 

foolishness. 

            Though written nearly 3,000 years ago, Proverbs 12 speaks to this 

contrast. “A fool’s way is right in his own eyes, but whoever listens to counsel is 

wise. A fool’s displeasure is known at once, but whoever ignores an insult is 

sensible” (12:15-16). Foolishness has a way of displaying itself in spectacular, 

embarrassing fashion (13:16). Being willing to listen to contrasting viewpoints, 

to defend one’s position, and to concede when others are right is not a sign of 



 

weakness but one of strength and wisdom. 

            Knowing you don’t have to express frustration or respond to slander is 

wise. “The one who guards his mouth protects his life; the one who opens his 

lips invites his own ruin” (13:3). Wisdom leads to discipline—making good 

choices for self and requiring it in others (13:24-26). The one who walks with 

the wise becomes wise, but the companion of fools will suffer harm (13:20). 

The wise person considers his ways (14:8), but the foolish are quick-tempered 

and impulsive (14:17). 

            A heart at peace gives life to the body, but envy rots the bones (14:30). 

Pray for a life of wisdom that honors Jesus in word and deed.  

  

 

  

   

 


